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(-40oF = -40oC)
well, actually in the middle of nowhere



distance education is 
great



any time



anywhere



any pace



anyone



with anyone



under your control



but...

























it’s not just outside the 
classroom that 

unplanned learning with 
other people happens













distance education 
tends to concentrate 
on planned learning















teaching is not (just) 
telling



A bit of theory: 
social learning
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First there were groups…



Groups are good 
for…

collaborating on tasks
motivation

social capital

pre-planned learning

trustreducing loneliness

developing networks

caring



Group weaknesses

diverse viewpoints
groupthink

efficiency

scalability

limits on learner control

power structures





…and networks



Nets are good for…

finding answers motivation

social capital inspiration

serendipity

learner control
reducing loneliness

lifelong learning

scalability
adaptation



Network weaknesses
preferential attachment

inefficient paths

echo chambers

connection matters more than 
wisdom

lack of structure

lack of process
lack of direction





There were always sets…

…but we didn’t pay much 
attention to them



Sets are good for…

finding answers
finding people

starting groups and networks
diverse perspectives

serendipity

learner control

discovery

reducing loneliness

exploring topics
anonymity

scalability



Set weaknesses

anonymity
lack of process

weak social ties

stupid people

lack of caring

bad people

lack of structure

reliability





Overcoming set 
weaknesses: collectives

capture processing

presentation



back to AU…



a university education is 
about...



the stuff we are taught



the learning community



people we learn with 
and from



a culture of learning



exposure to ideas



challenging beliefs



building 
relationships 

and 
connections



being 
inspired



as true of teachers as it 
is of students



Athabasca Landing



share 
communicate 

connect & 
create

a space to



a space between



Participative design 
and management



a process, not a 
product



ownership 
control 

diversity 
equality 

sociability

every 
post 

belongs to 
someone

many 
reasons 
to visit, more 
reasons to stay

very 
flexible 
and 

powerful 
tools with 

which to create 
social spaces, with 

discretionary access 
control throughout

everyone 
has as much 
power as 

everyone elseubiquitous 
dialogue for 

every post

Some principles



deliberate support for
sets nets groups

and collectives



many tools



Discretionary 
access 

control



context shifting



Planned serendipity



every post an 
opportunity for 

dialogue



Diverse interests



some successes

6,700 users 12,000 blog posts

10,000 shared files

4,300 shared bookmarks 4,000 microblog posts

3,500 wikis

2,600 discussions

450 groups
>20,000 unique visitors a month



some issues

institutional support and integration

confused purposes, soft systems

small pieces, loosely joined

uneven contributions

conflicting worlds the monolith

interaction complexity



If we could start 
again…



embedding sociality 
everywhere



parts and 
the whole



Thank you!

https://landing.athabascau.ca

http://teachingcrowds.ca

jond@athabascau.ca

@jondron

jondron@gmail.com

https://landing.athabascau.ca/
profile/jond

✉
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